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The Federal Reserve’s reengineering of this
advanced economy has fundamental flaws
flaws.
They have failed to clear and replace high
risk credit pipes and
have done little to
adequately improve
reemergence of the
private sector and
thus improve the
functionality of the
labor markets. The
Federal Reserve’s
rescue policy is
antiquated. They
remain stuck in the
Chart 1
past, focusing on
traditional banking systems while ignoring
parallel, unregulated systems that began
with the repeall of the Glass Steagall act and
permitted to develop in the last 25 years.
This parallel, unregulated
ted system financed
vast amounts of real estate lending and
massive derivative assets which the Federal
Reserve encouraged. For example, Bear
Sterns and Lehman brothers made loans
but had no deposit base. Instead
Instead, they
relied on roll over funding obtained through
the money markets. They operated with
very little capital and extremely high
leverage ratios, which was critical to its
profitability. These loans were securitized
and traded. Even though these loans were
long-term in nature, the funding was short
term. Traditional banks switched
witched from
conservative asset play to high risk
derivative asset play. Whereas, the Federal
Reserve has rescued traditional banking, it
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has ignored the ongoing developmental
failures of these parallel systems and many
risk adverse undertaking.. The treasury asset
purchase
program will do
nothing to tackle
the parallel
system of this roll
over funding
crisis, causing
further erosion in
the mortgage
markets.
markets
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We have an economy that’s
dependent on credit to function..
The Federal Reserve’s solution of
manipulation of interest rate has
debased the dollar and provided
little stimulation for economic
growth. Government debt has
risen dangerously close to the
threshold level above which debt
bt
consistently hurts growth. The
government has exhausted its
ability to manage its bills and has
repeatedly pushed its debt
ceiling. Our debt grew from 48% to 84%
during 2007-2012 with future liabilities
projected to reach 90% of GDP by 2023 if
not sooner (see chart 4). The
he real crash is
coming. What
hat we witnessed in 2008 was
just an overture. Our
ur policy makers
responded by replacing one bubble with
another. Our
ur economy is once again built
on imaginary
wealth. We are
currently
experiencing the
same boom and
bust cycle,
encouraged by
the Federal
Reserve through
excessive money
Chart 4
printing. We
have gone from the equity bubble, to the
housing bubble, to now the credit bubble.
Throughout the 1990s the Federal Reserve
injected tons of money into the economy
which created the stock market--dot com
bubble. In 2000 when correction was in full
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swing and overvalued assets were returning
to their true asset valuation, politicians
refused
sed to swallow this bitter pill, fearing
their own political demise.. Federal Reserve
chairman Alan Greenspan was encouraged
to manipulate a lower interest rate which
made borrowing cheap, but this cheap
borrowing did not flow into business
busin
as
most businesses were recovering and did
not want
their
balance
sheet to be
overburden
ed. This
cheap
borrowing
flowed into
housing and
values
skyrocketed. Americans were getting rich
on paper and our economy never fully
healed. In 2008, when our economy was
just starting to finally hit bottom,
bottom the
government was running out of way to
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artificially prop the markets.. Their
immediate solution was to pump massive
amounts of money into the economy
economy, just
as the housing bubble delayed the
economic correction in the last decade
decade.
Today’s government induced bubble will
have similar consequences.
The government borrows by selling TTbonds and T-bills, “treasuries”. For
instance, Barack Obama’s
bama’s 800 billion dollar
stimulus
package was
entirely
funded by
borrowing
and our
present
government’s
IOU is now at
17 trillion and
climbing. Our
federal deficit
was 1.1
Chart 5
trillion dollars
and subsequently our federal deficit was
over a trillion dollars in each of the four
preceding years. The Federal Reserve
created this inflation to fight
ght deflation
deflation.
Deflation is when the dollar
ollar gains value,
prices and wages fall. This
his unintended
Federal Reserve interference has future
spiraled our debt.
When government debt grows, consumer
confidence and private equity shrinks
shrinks,
lowering future earnings. Estimates show
advanced economies that have large debt
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to GDP tend to stagnate economic growth
significantly impending their recovery.
Countries with higher debt status tend to
suffer lower subsequent growth with
overall inflation
on averaging 3.5% among
countries with debt at 70% of GDP in
previous years. 2.3% among countries with
debt above 70%, Furthermore,
Furthermore the global
economy has contracted, driven largely by
the failures of economic policies,
policies policy
makers have
not
addressed
the most
urgent
economic
policy
priorities in
advanced
economies
leading to an
unresponsive
financial
system, low
consumer
confidence, and persistent unemployment
challenges. The global output in the last
year was a weak 3.3% with US growth at an
anemic 1.7%. Economic recovery in the US
has slowed significantly with growth
estimated at 0.2% in annual GDP growth
over the next ten years.. In order to keep
pace with population growth,
growth our economic
growth and cost of living
iving should be at 3.1%
at the lowest economic indicator bases,
bases
with massive entitlement programs much
larger than the anticipated federal deficit
project.
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Many local and state governments
rnments face
poor fiscal shape. 40 out of 50 states in our
union are in red with short fall of state
revenue. Many local counties have already
declaring bankruptcy future straining the
state
te capacity of self dependence. Nevada,
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Centerr found that only ten states have their
pension funded at 91.6% or more.
more Only
three states were fully funded.
funded Illinois has
no way to pay for 40% of its $119 billion
public-employee pension obligations.
California’s shortfall is 59.5 billion,
billion
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for example, has experienced a massive
population growth from the 1990s to most
of the 2000s, causing a massive housing
boom and home values to grow
w much faster
than national average with cheaper
borrowing. Vegas exploded, but when the
housing market burst Nevada was hit
harder than any other state. Revenue
dropped and government expenditures
could not keep pace. State
ate and local
pension will be 2.5 trillion short of their
pension obligations. A 2010 study of Pew

according to Pew Center. States
tates are already
bailing out local counties and Obama’s 2009
stimulus bill dedicated large sums to fill
local county and state deficits.
deficits In 2010
congress passed a specific bailout just for
states and local employees.. In
I any event,
public pensions are unfunded governments
obligations.
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The US is buried under
nder a 13 trillion dollar
mortgage debt, and total consumer debt
now stands at 16.2 trillion dollars. SStudent
loans
ans now top 1 trillion dollars. The
government rewards borrowing via tax
incentivizes (deduction on mortgage
payments) but punishes savings by taxing
gains on capital appreciation such as CD’s
and savings account. The Federal Reserve
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borrowed moneyy in the past to build
factories.
Today’s debt is unchecked, Americans are
borrowing to fuel consumption,
consumption to buy that
big screen TV’s etc. This indebtedness
restricts growth as it sucks the credit
c
oxygen from where it is needed the most
and misplaces
splaces it where it not needed. Debt
added from 2009 to 2012 has already cost
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has gone out of its way to discourage
savings with every new dollar. TThe Federal
Reserve creates the money you sstock away
today which will be worth a lot less
tomorrow. Borrowing is good in limited
capacity if the purpose of borrowing is to
finance productivity. Indebtedness
ndebtedness is not
bad and it is beneficial like when we

Americans 200 billion
illion in forgone growth a
2.4 trillion in lost income over the next five
years, placing our portfolios and
retirements in a precarious situation. The
Federal Reserve’s troubled asset relief
program, the stimulus, and the bailout were
a superficial band aid on a much bigger
problem. For example, Obama’s
Obama use of
TARP to keep people in their homes only
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delayed the foreclosures. Government
overnment
Keynesians programs have driven up prices
and inflate the money supply and tthe
Federal Reserve is fueling consumption by
massive borrowing. This
is means we are
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going further and further into deb
debt and we
are paying down some of our deb
debt interest
by borrowing more money from foreign
hands. The
he value of US dollar being a
reserve currency is priceless. This
his is what
allows us to borrow something without
paying for it. Lenders
enders will get tired of
getting paid in dollars that are worth less
than
han the dollar they have loaned. Chinese
central bank chairman Zhou Xiaochuan
made a splash by arguing that the US dollar
should be replaced by a world reserve
currency by utilizing SDR (special Drawing
Rights), an accounting system
tem used by IMF
in transactions. This
his spending does more
harm too the economy in the long run. IIt
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destroys productivity, and
nd snaps wealth and
growth. Furthermore, the Federal Reserve’s
Reserve
excessive policy via quantitative easing and
a bond purchase program has further
eroded market confidence and distorted
dis

the reality of recovery. Recent
ecent market
behavior supports this.
The ten year treasuries have traded in
narrow range on the presumption that this
weak economy will continue, it is now clear,
more and more financial bailout is coming
in less than seven years. 15% of all revenue
the government collects will be sucked up
by interest payments. It’s only a matter of
time before we will have to restructure our
exploding debt as we are simply running
out of capital on a federal, state,
state and local
level. Raising interest rates during
du
this
massive recession will confront weak
players and inefficiencies in the market. If
our policy makers don’t address our
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impending bond and currency crises, and if
the Federal Reserve & Treasury does not
change and adapt to this new economic
climate by curtailing their policy of
artificially low rate and a loose monetary
policy, then we will have a catastrophic
correction in the global financial markets
with in this decade.
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In my many years as
a capitalist I have
witnessed how
bubbles work. In the
90s, the majority of
people bought dot
com equity positions,
not because they
saw value in the
position, but because
they felt someone
will pay even more
for their equity
position, the
proverbial “let’s flip
that for a profit”. In
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the 2000’s most people were buying homes
for the same reason. It takes the discipline
to know when to get in and when to get out
while average person see’s public
perception and assumption while I see the
reality. Because public perceptions can
quickly change, I have accurately predicted
the dot com crash, the housing crash and
now the biggest crash of them all, the credit
bubble crash. While other might see me as
an alarmist, I see myself as a preservationist
of my capital and my member’s capital.
These unprecedented dangers our economy
faces means you need to completely change
the way you handle your money and asset
allocation to better protect your future
earnings. Conventional asset allocation
does not work anymore, while many on wall
street claim that the markets have risen
14% or so, no one will inform you that your
equity and income stream are based on a
weak dollar value. For example, when you
have an equity position in gold, you are
placing your asset for future preservation.
When we think money we think of a small
greenish “good faith and credit of the
issuer” we carry in our pockets, but many
fail to realize the historical aptitude towards
gold prior to 1933. Gold was effectively
indistinguishable from the US dollar. The
dollar was pegged to gold at $20.67 per oz.
It was not until President Roosevelt
confiscated all gold from the public by
outlawing its possession and devaluing the
dollar by nearly 70% with a revaluation of
gold at $35 per oz. By the time Americans
could legally own and trade gold in 1975,
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gold had risen to $175 per oz. If you bought
gold in the beginning of 2000 your assets
appreciated 500%. If you bought into the
S&P index funds you are down 20% over the
last decade. Gold has outperformed the
markets repeatedly. Gold preserves its
value better. Gold cannot be compared to
a paper based asset, such as stocks or
bonds. Many value gold from a Comex
paper based (spot) trade a retail valuation.
Gold’s actual value is based on currency,
many so call experts will routinely tell you
about gold and the 1980s and how it was a
bubble but their arguments are false as the
real bench mark should be the 1970s where
gold rose from 35 dollars a ounce to over
400$ by late 1980s. In comparison, the
Dow rose from 700 in the 1980s to over
11,000 close to the end of 1990s. I always
find it amazing that these so call experts
never saw the dot com bubble, never saw
the real estate bubble, but move money out
of their pockets. It is a bubble for sure. In
2009 when gold reached $1000 mark for
the second time, fortune magazine boldly
claimed gold was in a bubble which proved
massively incorrect. Anecdotal arguments
against gold exposure have been proven
incorrect time and time again. It is too easy
to presume that a bubble exists when an
asset gains value and gains attention quite
rapidly. Many have misperceptions of gold
as a commodity to trade fluidly in response
to market concerns. The reality is, while
many talk about gold and a bubble, only a
few actually own gold. Wall Street believes
that people buy gold because of fear of the
economy, financial markets, or other issues.
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The reality is many are allocating gold in
their asset class to protect themselves
against shrinking portfolio, inflation and for
capital preservation. Uncertainty has
nothing to do with it and that perception is
driven by small market participants. The
longevity of gold has been fundamentally
recognized as a currency into our fragile
financial systems and as an asset protection
tool against economic malfeasance.
World’s major wealth is routinely held in
gold. BRIC nations (Brazil, Russia, India, and
China) have started to accumulate gold

reserves and significantly restrict the export
of their gold going as far as encouraging its
citizens into gold ownership with China
introducing gold vending machines.
Demand for gold in emerging markets has
risen to 46%. Gold will trade reasonably
over the course of this major global
economic correction, proportionate to its
asset base class as it has done historically
many a times before. Accumulation of gold
by central banks multi-national
corporations and wealthy individuals will
continue to support a healthy gold
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multiyear growth. A direct involvement in
existing mining operation and accumulation
via wholesale profit cost of gold is the most
sensible asset protection tool against future
credit and dollar catastrophe.
Disclaimer: The information contained in this newsletter are for
informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to
solicit and or as an offer to offer advice or endorse any product.
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expressed, you may print a copy of the information
tion contained
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distribute the text, graphs or any other information contained
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ited to text, images, and graphs shall not be published and
are the property of their respective owners.
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